RICE CHORALE

GWYN RICHARDS, conductor

Wednesday, November 28, 1984
8:00 p.m. in Hamman Hall
PROGRAM

Angelus Domini ad pastores

Tom Emerick, conductor

Nicolas Gombert
(c. 1500-1556)

Hodie Christus natus est

Tom Merrill, conductor

Jan Pieterszoon Sweelinck
(1562-1621)

Das neugeborne Kindelein

Bendie Goodfriend, violin
Lucy Shaw, violin
Nicolae Soare, violin
Bruce Power, organ

Dietrich Buxtehude
(1637-1707)

Selections by the Shepherd Singers

Christmas Cantata
Maestoso
Adagio
Allegro

Daniel Pinkham
(b. 1923)

Jennifer Bales, trumpet
Ken Fitzgerald, trumpet
Warren Maas, trumpet
James McKenzie, trumpet
Blanton Alspaugh, trombone
William Glenski, trombone
Jim Pedigo, trombone
Rick Reeves, trombone
Joe Boylan, tuba

Photographing and sound recording are prohibited. We further request that audible paging devices not be used during the performance. Paging arrangements may be made with the ushers.
Soprano I
Katherina Barbe
*Mary Lou Bowman
Kirsten Cerré
Amy Collins
Myra Harang
Arnita Hodge
Dannita Hodge
*Mary Cassaday Jones
Kitty Karn
Cheryl Kendrick
Cassandra Kunkel
Evalyn Laing
Karen Lambert
Anne-Marie LaMotta
Claudia Landivar
Donna Marsh
Julie Mayes
Joanna McCarty
*Laura Overstreet
Marcia Reed
Constance Rhodes
Laura Schwarting
Kim Tobola
Shana Wellborn

Soprano II
Ann Bauser
Nancy Dettbarn
Lydia Griffis
Marlene Hansen
*Kara Koller
Chung Nguyen
Drita Protopapa
Susan Sacry
Denise Starkey
*Shannon Swift
Mary Helen Waldo
*Christine Wu

Alto I
Dina Allen
Diane Barrett
Ann Berry
Helen Constantinides
Gina Goff

Alto I (Continued)
Helen Hong
Lynne Hsu
Laurie Kyle
Nancy Lamb
Susan Lamb
Jennifer Null
Lina Killera
Signy Schou
Wendy Taccogna
Christine Thomas
*Sandy Toensing
Molly Wallace
*Anne Whelan
*Rosina Zoppi
Janelle Zumwalt

Alto II
Katherine Armstrong
*Johanna Bonno
Christine Bruckner
Katherine Burkwall
Peggy Erikson
*Lisa Inman
Amy Jackson
Celeste Jefferson
*Robin Reso
Hun Ju Sohn
Susan Wickman
Mary Wolcott

Tenor I
Calvin Church
*David Cole
Troy Gremillion
*Lee Lumbley
Jack Sanchez
*James Winslow

Tenor II
Tony Addison
Keith Chapman
*Phil Christiansen
Luca doná Viscandini
*Tom Emerick
Bob Higley

Tenor II (Continued)
*Michael Johnson
Keith Rieken
John Thomas
Matthew West
John Williamson

Bass I
Jon Benjamin
Sergio de los Cobos
Stephen Deitz
Robert Duffield
Mike Fabiano
Phillip Hall
Keith Kemper
David Konstam
Michael McGraw
*Tom Merrill
Paul Pancella
Greg Pearse
*Roman Rebilas
Carl Schaeer
Kyle Self
Don Smith
*David Thompson
Tim Verner
Doug Yates

Bass II
Doris Benford
Patrick Fleming
*Fritz Gartner
Jim Garvey
Harry Gryk
Robert Hatcher
Vitus Ho
*Jon Krueger
Sid Lamb
Lorenz Maycher
Paul Orkiszewski
Bruce Power
Robert Power
Thomas Senning
Jonathan Thompson
*Stan Yoder

Bruce Power, rehearsal accompanist
Tom Emerick, assistant conductor
Tom Merrill, assistant to the conductor

*Shepherd Singers